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Worksheet 2.  Definition practice 
Write the letters of the correct completions in the blanks.  

1. In Line 1, brilliant means ____. 
 a. bright  b. excellent    c. hard strong  
 
2. In Line 1, unsurpassed means ____. 

a. typical of   b. the best   c. unknown 
 
3. In Line 8, gigantic means ____. 

a. durable   b. modern   c. huge 
 
4. In Line 10, artisans produce which of these products? _____ 

a. calendars   b. woven cloth  c. corn 
 
5. In Line 12, commerce means ____. 

a. business   b. farming   c. science 
 
6. In Line 12, warfare refers to ____. 

a. the general good  b. fighting    c. athletics 
 
7. In Line 13, cultivation means ____ of crops. 

a. watering   b. picking   c. caring for  
 
8. In Line 14, sisal is the fiber used to make ____. 

a. clothes   b. blankets   c. rope 
 
9. In Line 16, pottery can include ____. 

a. dishes   b. weapons   c. clothes 
 

10. In Line 26, graves are places for people who are ____. 
   a. artists   b. living   c. dead 
 

11. In Line 36, household refers to people who ____. 
   a. work together  b. live together  c. are religious 
 

12. In Line 36, prayer and chants refer to something ____. 
   a. to eat   b. religious   c. to drink 
 
 13. In Line 45, epidemics refers to ____. 

a. not enough food  b. not enough water  c. sickness 
 

14. In Line 45, drought means that there is not enough ____. 
a. food    b. work   c. water 

 
15. In Line 47, overpopulation means that there are ____. 

a. not enough people  b. too many people  c.  sick people 
 

16. In Line 48, natural resources include ____. 
a. weapons   b. houses and palaces c. trees  
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